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Synopsis

In a realm where darkness lingers and supernatural forces clash, there
lived an ordinary boy named Fate Graphite. Little did he know that his life
was about to take an extraordinary turn when he stumbled upon a
mysterious artifact—the Gluttony Sword. This cursed blade grants its
wielder immense power but at a great price. As Fate embraces the Gluttony
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Sword, he finds himself thrust into a perilous journey filled with intense
battles, formidable enemies, and unimaginable challenges.

Berserk of Gluttony Light Novel Vol. 1 follows Fate's epic adventure as he
uncovers his true potential and confronts his destiny. Alongside his loyal
companions, the skilled sorceress Elena Ardizia and the enigmatic half-elf
warrior Zest Grangetz, Fate must navigate a world on the brink of chaos.
With each trial they overcome, their bond deepens, and their determination
to save their realm intensifies.

Through Fate's eyes, readers will witness the complexities of war and the
indomitable spirit that resides within humanity. The story explores the
concepts of good and evil, the nature of sacrifice, and the power of
friendship in the face of adversity.
About the Author

Ishida Sui is an acclaimed Japanese author known for his captivating
storytelling and intricate world-building. Berserk of Gluttony is his debut
light novel series, and it has quickly gained a dedicated following
worldwide.

Immerse Yourself in the Epic Saga

Berserk of Gluttony Light Novel Vol. 1 is an unmissable addition to any
fantasy lover's collection. Dive into this captivating tale of supernatural
powers, epic battles, and unwavering determination. Get your copy today
and embark on an extraordinary journey that will leave you breathless.

Buy Now
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